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AOPLANNING WITH LOCK AND 
INSERTON FEATURES 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

The present invention relates to electronic circuit signal 
to-pin assignments generally and, more particularly, to input/ 
output planning with lock and insertion features. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

Designers often change a physical location of one or more 
input/output (I/O) signals during a design project. For 
example, the designers may move a bus from one side of a die 
to the other. To enable the bus move, other I/O signals that 
have already been assigned a physical location need to be 
moved to make room for the bus. However, some I/O assign 
ments cannot be moved. Certain I/O signals need to maintain 
at an existing location due to various criteria Such as board 
layout and power segment locations. 
A common approach to inserting and moving signal-to-pin 

assignments is to manually reassign existing signals at the 
destination to make room for newly inserted or moved sig 
nals. The manual approach can be tedious and time consum 
ing. Furthermore, the manual approach usually does not offer 
the designers a two-dimensional top-down or bottom-up view 
of which signals are assigned to which pins. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

The present invention concerns a method of operation for 
an input/output assignment tool. The method generally com 
prises the steps of (A) generating a graphic presentation to a 
user displaying (i) a circuit icon having a plurality of pin icons 
and (ii) a plurality of signal icons, (B) moving a first of the 
signal icons within the graphic presentation to a first of the pin 
icons in response to a move command from the user and (C) 
indicating an acceptance of an association between the first 
signal icon and the first pin icon in response to the association 
passing a rule. 

The objects, features and advantages of the present inven 
tion include providing an input/output assignment tool with 
lock and insertion features that may (i) provide a graphic 
illustration of the signal-to-pin assignments, (ii) allow a user 
to lock and unlock assignments, (iii) group signals for easy 
insertion and/or movement, (iv) provide automatic rule Veri 
fication and/or enforcement for each assignment, (v) provide 
automatic rule verification and/or enforcement within power 
segments and/or (vi) automatically move unlocked signals to 
make room for other signals. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

These and other objects, features and advantages of the 
present invention will be apparent from the following detailed 
description and the appended claims and drawings in which: 

FIG. 1 is a diagram of an example move of a group of signal 
icons in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the 
present invention; 

FIG. 2 is a diagram of another example move; 
FIG.3 is a flow diagram of an example method of operation 

for an assignment tool; 
FIGS. 4A-4E are diagrams of example display Snapshots 

generated by the assignment tool for the method of operation; 
FIG. 5 is a detailed flow diagram for a rule enforcement 

operation; 
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2 
FIGS. 6A-6B are diagrams of example display snapshots 

generated by the assignment tool for the rule enforcement 
operation; 

FIGS. 7A-7B are diagrams of example display snapshots 
for an unlock operation and a lock operation; 

FIG. 8 is a diagram of an example display Snapshot for a 
characteristic type rule check operation; 

FIG. 9 is a flow diagram of an example method for a group 
operation; 

FIGS. 10A-10C are diagrams of example display snap 
shots for the group operation and an ungroup operation; 

FIGS. 11A-11B are diagrams of example display snap 
shots for a segment violation move; and 

FIG. 12 is a diagram of another example display Snapshot 
generated by the assignment tool. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENTS 

The present invention generally concerns a placement (or 
assignment) tool for signal-to-pin assignments. The assign 
ment tool may provide a user with a two-dimensional graphi 
cal approach to both move and insert individual input/output 
(I/O) signals or groups of I/Os in new locations. Each of the 
I/O signals may be represented by a signal icon in a graphical 
presentation. Each of the locations may be represented by a 
pin icon in the graphical representation. Assignments 
between the signal icons (e.g., signal) and the pin icons (e.g., 
pins) may be manipulated both (i) manually by the user and 
(ii) automatically within a defined set of rules useful for floor 
planning. 
The floor planning may be for a chip (or die) and/or inte 

grated circuit package. Floor planning at the package level 
may include signals from more than one chip. The signal 
icons may represent any type of signal Such as power signals, 
ground signals, clock signals, reference signals, fixed input 
signals, digital signals, analog signals, Voltage signals, cur 
rent signals, frequency signals and the like. The pin icons may 
represent any type of input/output interface mechanism Such 
as straight pin interfaces, ball interfaces, tab interfaces, wire 
bonds, coaxial interfaces, triaxial interfaces, optical inter 
faces and the like. 
The set of rules may provide that an association between 

I/OS (e.g., signal icons) and locations (e.g., pin icons) may 
have a characteristic (or state) of locked or unlocked. A physi 
cal location of an old I/O that may already be assigned to, but 
unlocked to a particular location, may be automatically 
changed to allow room for a user-inserted new I/O at the 
particular location. If the old I/O at the particular location has 
been previously locked by the user, then the locked old I/O 
may remain at the particular location when the user attempts 
to assign the new I/O. If the user attempts to insert new I/Os 
in a locations where all of the old I/Os have been locked, the 
new I/OS may be inserted in closest unlocked locations. Lock 
ing and unlocking may be controlled by the user. 
The signal icons (I/O) being moved may be selected by the 

user from one or more sources within the graphical presenta 
tion (display). A selected signal icon may have an existing 
association with a pin icon when selected by the user for a 
move. Thus, a signal icon may be moved from (disassociated) 
a current pin icon to (associated) a new pin icon. Other signal 
icons may be selected from a list of unassigned signal icons. 
An unassigned signal icon may be moved from the list to the 
new pin icon. Conversely, a previously assigned signal icon 
may be moved from the associated pin icon back to the list of 
unassigned icons for temporary storage. 
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The set of rules may permit the pin icons and the signal 
icons to have one or more among multiple types of charac 
teristics. For example, a pin icon may be designated as either 
(i) a user type of pin icon or (ii) a nonuser type of pin icon. 
User types of pin icons may accept user-defined associations 
(e.g., drag and drop) with either (i) all types signal iconsor (ii) 
only user types of signal icons. Nonuser types of pin icons 
may have permanent assignments to particular signal types 
(e.g., power and ground). Another characteristic type gener 
ally includes a power segment type (e.g., 1.8 volts, 2.5 volts. 
3.3 volts, 5 volts, VCC, VDD, VSS, ground, etc.) The power 
segment rules may prevent a user from accidently attaching 
an output signal icon to a 3.3 volt power pin icon or some 
other undesirable combination of signal icons and pin icons. 
The power segment rules may also warn and/or prevent the 
user from placing a low Voltage (e.g., 1.8 volts) based signal 
icon and/or pin icon among high Voltage (e.g., 5 volts) based 
signal icons and/or pin icons, or vice versa. 
The set of rules may provide grouping and ungrouping of 

the signal icons and/or the pin icons. For example, the user 
may group a set of signal icons, then quickly drag and drop the 
signal group onto a corresponding group of pin icons at a new 
location with a single command. The drag and drop may be 
operational to maintain certain types of previously assigned 
signal icon/pin icon pairs unchanged at the target location. 
Certain signal icons may also be entered into the assignment 
tool with preestablished groupings. For example, all of the 
data, address and control signals of a bus may be automati 
cally grouped as a single interface by the present invention 
without interaction from the user. Example groupings may 
include, but are not limited to, a 32-bit Advanced High-Speed 
Bus (AHB) address vector (e.g., HADDR31:0) and an 
entire standard 32-bit AHB bus with over 100 individual 
signals. 

Referring to FIG. 1, a diagram of an example move 100 of 
a group of signal icons is shown in accordance with a pre 
ferred embodiment of the present invention. A package 102 
may have a first group of signal icons 104 (e.g., INTERFACE 
1), a second group of signal icons 106 (e.g., INTERFACE 2), 
multiple nonuser pin icons 108a-108c and multiple unas 
signed pin icons 110a–10n 
A user may decided to move the INTERFACE 2 signal 

icons 106 to a lower left-hand side of the package 102, par 
tially occupied by the INTERFACE 1 pin icons 104. How 
ever, the INTERFACE 1 signal icons 104 may be locked. 
Therefore, the INTERFACE 2 signal icons 106 may be auto 
matically reassigned to the nearest available pins icons 110a 
110n as part of the move. The automatic reassignment may 
split the INTERFACE 2 signal icons 106 into two sets 106a 
106b. The two sets 106a and 106b may be physically sepa 
rated from each other by the INTERFACE 1 signal icons 104. 

If a signal icon or interface group icon has been placed then 
locked, the assignment tool generally stops any further 
changes from accidentally moving the locked icons. There 
fore, the assignment tool may provide an easy method for the 
user to manipulate signal-to-pin assignments. By allowing 
locking of select signal icons to pin icons, other signal icons 
and interface group icons may be quickly manipulated with 
out a concern for affecting assignments that have been locked. 
The graphical presentation may also permit the user easily to 
see pin icons that are not user assignable. 

Several reasons generally exist to lock signal icons with pin 
icons. For example pin/pad icon pairs for power or ground 
may not have a user-defined signal applied and thus may 
always belocked. User type pin icons that may take any signal 
icon may also be locked, allowing the user to assign and lock 
a selected signal icon to prevent accidental reassignment. 
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4 
A group of signal icons could be a bus (e.g., a vector array 

of 32 data bits forming a 32-bit wide data bus) or an interface, 
such as a full Advanced Microcontroller Bus Architecture 
(AMBA) bus comprising address signals, data signals, write 
enable signals, etc. For simple vector busses, the assignment 
tool may be operational to perform auto-reordering/assign 
ments of the bits that form the vector. For example, signal 
icons for vector signals 0-31 may be automatically reordered 
and assigned to pin icons from top to bottom, bottom to top, 
left to right or right to left in the design. 
The set of rules may know about assignment rules for 

complex I/O interfaces (e.g., checking of validity for certain 
signals, etc.). The assignment rules may know that a certain 
pin icon represents a high-speed source synchronous signal 
and thus an immediately adjacent pin icon should be assigned 
to a user-type signal icon dedicated as either VDD or VSS. 
Multiple placement rules may be built to affect the behavior 
of signal and signal group placements to ensure that valid and 
complete I/O assignments are made. Building the assignment 
rules into the assignment tool (optionally with contextual 
help to explain to the user why the assignment tool is behav 
ing in a certain way) generally allows the user to make better 
assignment decisions that with conventional techniques and 
avoid performing assignments that may violate the rules. 

Referring to FIG. 2, a diagram of another example move 
120 is illustrated. The move 120 may reallocate adjacent 
signals icons 122a-122d from a current position on a left side 
of a chip 124 to a right side of the chip 124. The right side of 
the chip 124 may have two assigned/locked signal icons 
126a-126b and multiple assigned/unlocked signal icons 
128a-128f. The user move may result in (i) the locked signal 
icons 126a-126b remaining disposed among the moved sig 
nal icons 122a-122d and (ii) several unlocked signals icons 
128c-128d reallocating to unassigned pin icons along the 
bottom of the chip 124. 

Referring to FIG.3 and FIGS. 4A-4E, a flow diagram of an 
example method 140 of operating for the assignment tool is 
shown (FIG. 3) and diagrams of example display Snapshots 
(or graphic presentations) 170a-170e generated by the 
assignment tool are shown (FIGS. 4A-4E). The method 140 
generally comprises a step (or block) 142, an optional step (or 
block) 144, a step (or block) 146, a step (or block) 148, a step 
(or block) 150, a step (or block) 152 and a step (or block) 154. 
The snapshot 170a may illustrate an initial selection opera 
tion. The snapshot 170b may illustrate a move operation. The 
Snapshot 170c may illustrate a place operation and a rule 
check operation. The snapshot 170d may illustrate an indica 
tion operation. The snapshot 170e may illustrate an override 
operation. 
The method 140 may start by reading (i) an input signal list 

of a design from a file and/or database in step 142 and (ii) 
input location information to which the signals may be 
mapped from another file and/or database in step 144. An 
automatic initial placement of the signals to the locations 
(pins) may be performed at the optional step 146. 
A two-dimensional graphical representation of the signals, 

pins and a chip or package may be generated by the step 148, 
as shown in snapshot 170a. The representation generally 
comprises (i) a signal icon 172a-172n for each individual 
signal read from the file/database, (ii) a pin icon 174a-174n 
for each individual interface location read from the file/data 
base, (iii) a chip/package icon 176, (iv) an arrow icon 178 and 
(v) an optional list 180 holding any unassigned signal icons 
172a-172n. The signal icons 172a-172n initially assigned by 
the step 14.6 may be displayed as already associated with a 
respective pin icon 174a-174n and thus absent from the list 
180. Hereafter, the signal icons 172a-172n may be generally 
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referred to as signal icons 172 and the pin icons 174a-174n 
may be generally referred to as pin icons 174. 
The assignment tool may be operational in the step 150 to 

provide an interactive signal-to-pin assignment capability to 
the user. The user may issue a series of commands to the 
assignment tool to move, place, lock, unlock, group, ungroup 
and override rule violations for various individual signal 
icons and signal group icon assignments. The assignments 
may be checked against a set of rules generated by an assign 
ment rule step 152. The assignment rule step 152 may create 
the set of rules based on physical rules received from the file 
and/or database and assignment behavior rules read from a 
file and/or database. Once all of the assignments have been 
completed (e.g., the user issues a COMPLETE command), 
the assignment tool may generate a mapping of the signals to 
the locations in the form of an output file and/or database in 
step 154. 
The assignment step 150 generally comprises a step (or 

block) 156, a step (or block) 158, a step (or block) 160, a step 
(or block) 162 and a step (or block) 164. The step 156 may 
enable the user to visually select a signal icon or group of 
signal icons for manipulation. The step 156 may be initiated 
by the user placing the cursor 178 over a particular signal icon 
172 (e.g., 172f) and issuing a command (e.g., SELECT) as 
illustrated in snapshot 170a. The selected signal icon 172f 
may be highlighted (e.g., bold boundary) to indicate to the 
user that the selection has been made. 

The user may propose an assignment between the selected 
signal icon (and the underlying respective signal) or a group 
of signal icons to a pin icon or pin icons (and the underlying 
respective pins) in the step 158 using a command (e.g., 
MOVE). The command MOVE may move the selected icon/ 
signal group from either the list 180 or from currently 
assigned pins icons to the proposed pin icon/pin group. The 
command MOVE may be implemented, for example, as a left 
mouse click, hold and drag operation. While in transit, the 
selected signal icon 172fmay include a reference line 182 
indicating a precise location for placement of the signal icon 
172f as illustrated in FIG. 4B. 
Once the signal icon/signal group has reached a target pin 

icon?pin group (e.g., pin icon 174k), the target pin icon?pin 
group may be highlighted, as shown in FIG. 4C. The high 
lighting may be implemented as a bold boundary around the 
selected pin icon?pin group. The user may then issue a com 
mand (e.g., PLACE) to indicate to the assignment tool that the 
user wishes to associate the signal icon/signal group with the 
current pin icon?pin group. The command PLACE may be 
implemented, for example, as a left mouse click release 
operation. 
The assignment tool may perform one or more rule checks 

prior to allowing the association between the selected signal 
icon/signal group and the target pin icon?pin group in the step 
160. If the rule check fails, the assignment tool may generate 
a warning or message 184 to the user in step 162. For 
example, if the target pin icon 174k is already locked to 
another signal icon 172, the assignment tool may generate a 
message 184“LOCKED”. 

If all of the rules pass, the assignment tool may generate an 
acceptance indication to the user. The acceptance indication 
may take on several different forms, depending upon the 
density of the pin icons 174 and the resolution of the graphic 
representation. For example, acceptance may be indicated by 
a line 186 linking the selected signal name (e.g., “F”) to the 
target pin icon 174k, as illustrated in FIG. 4D. In another 
embodiment, a signal icon name (e.g., G) may be disposed 
within a pin icon 1741. In still another embodiment, the target 
pin icon (e.g., 174c) may be shaded (or colored) and the 
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6 
corresponding signal icon (e.g., 172h) may be shaded (or 
colored) similarly. Shading, bolding, and/or coloring of the 
pin icons 174 may be used to indicate various associations, 
signal characteristic types, power segment types and the like. 

If the user-proposed association between the selected sig 
nal icon 172f and the target icon 174k fails the rule check, the 
user may issue a command (e.g., OVERRIDE) to override the 
rule check. The command OVERRIDE may be implemented, 
for example, as a right mouse click causing a small window 
190 to appear, followed by a left mouse click selection of an 
“OVERRIDE' button 192c. Other buttons 192a-192e may be 
provided in the window 190 to allow the user to issue other 
commands involving lock, unlock, group, ungroup opera 
tions and the like. The command OVERRIDE may instruct 
the assignment tool to accept the proposed association in the 
step 162. If the target pin icon 174k already had a previously 
assigned signal icon (e.g., 172w), the association tool may 
automatically move the previously assigned signal icon 172w 
to a neighboring open (unassigned) pin icon 174. 

Referring to FIG. 5 and FIGS. 6A-6B, a detailed flow 
diagram for the rule enforcement step 160 is shown (FIG. 5) 
and diagrams of example display Snapshots (or graphic pre 
sentations) 220a-220b generated by the assignment tool are 
shown (FIGS. 6A-6B). The step (method) 160 generally com 
prises a step (or block) 200, a step (or block) 202, a step (or 
block) 204, a step (or block) 206, a step (or block) 208, a step 
(or block) 210 and a step (or block) 212. The snapshot 220a 
may illustrate a power segment rule check operation. The 
Snapshot 220b may illustrate an automatic reallocation opera 
tion. 
Upon the user issuing the command PLACE, the physical 

placement of the selected signal icon 172fmay be checked by 
the step 200. The physical placement step 200 generally veri 
fies that user has dragged the selected signal icon 172f to a pin 
icon 174. The physical placement check may also include 
Verifying that the signal icon 172f has the same characteristic 
type as the target pin icon 174k (e.g., user or nonuser). Fur 
thermore, the physical placement check may also verify that 
the selected signal icon 172fmatches the power segment type 
of the target pin icon 174k. 

If the physical placement is valid (e.g., the YES branch 
from the step 200), the association tool may perform other 
rule checks in the step 202. The step 202 may check if the 
target pin icon 174k is locked or unlocked. If the target pin 
icon 174k is unlocked (e.g., the YES branch from the step 
202), another check may be made for a priorassignment to the 
target pin icon 174k in the step 204. 

If no prior assignment exists (e.g., the NO branch from the 
step 204), the assignment tool may indicate acceptance of the 
proposed association between the selected signal icon 172f to 
target pin icon 174k in the step 206. The association may be 
recorded in the output file and/or database and the display 
updated to reflect the acceptance in the step 206. 

After the selected signal icon 172f is successfully linked to 
the target pin icon 174k, the user may issue a command (e.g., 
LOCK) to lock the association. Locking of the pin icon 174k 
may affect the addition placement rules tested in the step 202 
for the next signal icon 172 to be placed by the user. 

If either of the rule checks in the step 200 and the step 202 
fail (e.g., the NO branches), the association tool may generate 
a warning or message 222 (e.g., “POWER”) to the user. For 
example, the selected signal icon 172fmay have a power type 
of 3.3 volts while the target pin icon 174k is within a 1.8 volt 
power segment (indicated by a box 224). The association tool 
may fail the physical placement test (step 200) and thus move 
the selected signal icon 172f in the step 210 to a nearest valid 
location (e.g., pin icon 174p) in an appropriate power segment 
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(e.g., a 3.3 volt power segment indicated by a box 226), as 
illustrated in FIG. 6B. The user may then place the selected 
signal icon 172fat the automatically selected target pin icon 
174p. If the user wants to place the selected signal icon 172f 
at a different pin icon 174, the user may issue the command 
MOVE (e.g., drag the selected signal icon 172f) in the step 
158. The user may move the selected signal icon 172fback to 
the original target pin icon 174k and issue the command 
OVERRIDE to force placement of the selected signal icon 
172fat the pin icon 174k. 

If the target pin icon 174k already has an associated 
unlocked signal icon 172 (e.g., the YES branch of step 204), 
the association tool may automatically move the unlocked 
signal icon 172 to another open pin icon 174 in the step 212. 
Placement of the selected signal icon 172f may then be 
accepted in the step 206 as before. 

Referring to FIGS. 7A-7B, diagrams of example display 
snapshots (or graphic presentations) 230a-230b for an unlock 
operation and a lock operation are shown. The user may select 
a particular signal icon (e.g., 172m) currently locked to a 
target pin icon (e.g., 174k) with the cursor 178 (not shown). 
Selection of the locked signal icon?pin icon pair may be 
implemented by a left mouse click while the cursor 178 is 
over the signal icon 174m. A command (e.g., UNLOCK) may 
be issued by the user to disassociate the selected signal icon 
172m from the pin icon 174k. The command UNLOCK may 
be implemented as the button 192b within the window 190, as 
illustrated in FIG. 7A. 
The user may then move and place (e.g., drag and drop) the 

selected signal icon 172m from the old pin icon 174k.to a new 
pin icon (e.g., 174d), as shown in FIG. 7B. While being 
moved, the selected signal icon 172m may be illustrated as 
disassociated with the original pin icon 174k (e.g., see signal 
icon 172f in FIG. 4B). The selected signal icon 172m may 
alternately be moved back to the list 180. 

To lock the signal icon 172m to the new pin icon 174d, the 
user may issue a command (e.g., LOCK). The command lock 
may be implemented as the button 192a within the window 
190. Any attempt to move a locked signal icon 172m may 
result in both (i) a warning or message 232 (e.g., “LOCKED') 
to the user and (ii) no movement of the locked signal icon 
172. 

Referring to FIG. 8, a diagram of an example display 
Snapshot (or graphic presentation) 240 for a characteristic 
type rule check operation is shown. The user may attempt to 
associate a selected signal icon (e.g., 172e) with a pin icon 
(e.g., 174k) having a different type of characteristic. For 
example, the selected signal icon 172e may have a “user type 
characteristic whereas the target pin icon 174k may have a 
“nonuser type characteristic. The association tool may 
respond to the attempted placement of the user type signal 
icon 172e with the nonuser type pin icon 174kby generating 
a warning or message 242. For example, a message 242 
“TYPE may indicate that a characteristic type rule checking 
violation has occurred. The association tool may further aid 
the user by highlighting unassigned pin icons (e.g., 174a. 
174d and 174e) having a characteristic type matching the 
selected signal icon 172e. 

Referring to FIG.9 and FIGS. 10A-10C, a flow diagram of 
an example method 250 for a group operation is shown (FIG. 
9) and diagrams of example display Snapshots (or graphic 
presentations) 270a-270c of the group operation and an 
ungroup operation are shown (FIGS. 10A-10B). The method 
250 generally comprises a step (or block 252), a step (or 
block) 254, a step (or block) 256, a step (or block) 258, a step 
(or block) 260 and an optional step (or block) 262. The snap 
shot 270a may illustrate a grouping operation. The Snapshot 
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8 
270b may illustrate a group move operation. The snapshot 
270c may illustrate an ungroup operation. 
The method 250 generally begins with the user issuing the 

command SELECT to multiple signal icons (e.g., 172a, 172b 
and 172h). Multiple commands SELECT may be imple 
mented by a control key press-and-hold followed by a left 
mouse click on each signal icon 172 to be included in the 
signal group. Each signal icon 172 selected to be a part of the 
signal group may be highlighted as illustrated in FIG. 10A. A 
command 192d (e.g., GROUP) may be issued by the user to 
group the highlighted signal icons 172a, 172b and 172h into 
a group icon 272 (FIG. 10B) outside the list 180. 
The user may drag the group icon 272 to an intended pin 

icon (e.g., 174b) in the step 254. When the reference line 182 
for the signal group icon 272 reaches the target pin icon 174d. 
the assignment tool may highlight the target pin icon 174d 
and other pin icons (e.g., 174c and 174e) corresponding to the 
proposed placement of the signal group 272, as illustrated in 
FIG.10B. In the example shown, the correspondingpin group 
may be automatically generated Starting at the target pin icon 
174d and working counterclockwise around the pin icons 
174, one pin icon 174 for each of the signal icons 172 in the 
signal group. A locked signal icon (e.g., 172n) may cause the 
pin group to be split into multiple fragments. 
Upon issuing the command PLACE, the association tool 

may check each proposed association between the signal 
icons 174a, 172b and 172h with the corresponding pin icons 
174b, 174c and 174e, respectively. Each individual signal 
icon to pin icon association may be checked in accordance 
with the method 140 (FIG. 3) in the step 256. 

If the placement is accepted, the signal icons 172a, 172b 
and 172h may be displayed as associated with the pin icons 
174b, 174c and 174e in the step 258. The user may then 
optionally lock the group association (e.g., the signal group to 
the pin group) in the step 260. The user may also lock indi 
vidual signal icons 172 within the signal group to the respec 
tive pin icons 174 in the step 260. 
An ungroup operation may be started when the user selects 

a signal group (e.g., group 274) by selecting any one of the 
signal icons 172 within the group 274. As shown in FIG.10C, 
the signal group 274 may be highlighted when selected by the 
cursor 178 (not shown). Selection of the signal group 274 may 
be implemented, for example, by a left mouse click. The user 
may then command the ungrouping operation by selecting the 
button 192e (e.g., UNGROUP) from the window 190. The 
ungrouped signal icons 172a, 172b and 172h may remain 
associated to the respective pin icons 174b. 174c and 174e 
after being ungrouped. 

Referring to FIGS. 11A-11B, diagrams of example display 
snapshots (or graphic presentations) 280a-280b for a segment 
violation move are shown. An initial condition may exist in 
FIG. 11A where several signal icons (e.g., 172b-172e) have 
already been assigned to pin icons (e.g., 174b-174e) and two 
different segments have been defined (shown by rectangle 
282 and polygon 284). The pin icons 174b-174e may be 
within the first segment 282. The pin icons 174f1741 may be 
within the second segment 284. The segments 282 and 284 
may represent power segments, user segments and/or nonuser 
segments. Other types of segments may be implemented to 
meet the criteria of a particular application. 
The user may attempt to move a new signal icon (e.g., 172f) 

onto an already-assigned pin icon (e.g., 174b) within the first 
segment 282. Assuming that the signal icon 172b is unlocked, 
the association tool may accept the placement of the new 
signal icon 172f on the pin icon 174b. Thereafter, the asso 
ciation tool may move the signal icon 172b away from the pin 
icon 174b to another available pin icon 174. 
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In the example, no other pin icons 174 may be available 
within the segment 282. As such, the automatic move of the 
signal icon 172b may be to an unassigned pin icon (e.g., 174f) 
within the second segment 284. Movement of the signal icon 
172b outside the first segment 282 may cause the association 
tool to generate a warning or message 286 to the user. A 
message (e.g., “SEGMENT) may indicate that an automatic 
inter-segment move has taken place and the automatically 
moved signal icon 172b may be highlighted. 
The user may reconsider the placement of the signal icon 

172f into the segment 282. The user may also redefine the 
segments 282 and 284 so that the signal icon 172b is again 
within the first segment 282. 

Referring to FIG. 12, a diagram of example display Snap 
shot (or graphic presentation) 290 generated by the assign 
ment tool is shown. The snapshot 290 generally comprises a 
I/O specification window 292, a memory specification win 
dow 294, a phase lock loop specification window 296, a clock 
specification window 298, a chip view window 300 and a 
package pinout window 302. A signal icon 304 shown in the 
I/O Specification window 292, an associated pad icon 306 
shown in the chip view window 300 and an associated pin 
icon 308 shown in the package pinout window 302 may each 
be highlighted to illustrate a cross probing linkage between 
the views. The windows 292,300 and 302 may allow a user to 
simultaneously see what signals have been assigned to what 
pads on a chip, and where the signals appear on the package 
pins. Movement, locking and unlocking of the assignments 
may take place as described above. 
The function performed by the flow diagrams of FIGS. 3, 5 

and 9 may be implemented using a conventional general 
purpose digital computer programmed according to the 
teachings of the present specification, as will be apparent to 
those skilled in the relevant art(s). Appropriate software cod 
ing can readily be prepared by skilled programmers based on 
the teachings of the present disclosure, as will also be appar 
ent to those skilled in the relevant art(s). 
The present invention may also be implemented by the 

preparation of ASICs, FPGAs, or by interconnecting an 
appropriate network of conventional component circuits, as is 
described herein, modifications of which will be readily 
apparent to those skilled in the art(s). 
The present invention thus may also include a computer 

product which may be a storage medium including instruc 
tions which can be used to program a computer to perform a 
process in accordance with the present invention. The storage 
medium can include, but is not limited to, any type of disk 
including floppy disk, optical disk, CD-ROM, magneto-opti 
cal disks, ROMS, RAMS, EPROMS, EEPROMS, Flash 
memory, magnetic or optical cards, or any type of media 
Suitable for storing electronic instructions. As used herein, the 
term “simultaneously” is meant to describe events that share 
Some common time period but the term is not meant to be 
limited to events that begin at the same point in time, end at 
the same point in time, or have the same duration. 

While the invention has been particularly shown and 
described with reference to the preferred embodiments 
thereof, it will be understood by those skilled in the art that 
various changes in form and details may be made without 
departing from the spirit and scope of the invention. 
The invention claimed is: 
1. A method of operation for an input/output assignment 

tool, comprising the steps of 
(A) generating a graphic presentation to a user displaying 

(i) a circuit icon having a plurality of pin icons, (ii) a 
plurality of assigned signal icons each associated with a 
respective one of said pin icons and (iii) a list having a 
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10 
plurality of unassigned signal icons not presently asso 
ciated with any of said pin icons, said graphic presenta 
tion comprising a floor planning representation; 

(B) drag-and-dropping a first of said unassigned signal 
icons within said graphic presentation from said list to a 
first of said pin icons in response to a first move com 
mand received from said user; and 

(C) indicating in said graphic representation an acceptance 
of a first association between said first unassigned signal 
icon and said first pin icon in response to said association 
passing a rule, said first unassigned signal icon becom 
ing a first additional one of said assigned signal icons 
upon said acceptance. 

2. The method according to claim 1, further comprising the 
step of: 

indicating a denial of said first association in response to 
said first association failing said rule. 

3. The method according to claim 2, further comprising the 
step of: 

indicating said acceptance of said first association in 
response to an override command received from said 
user overriding failure of said rule. 

4. The method according to claim 1, wherein said rule 
comprises a prohibition against said first association while 
said first pin icon is locked. 

5. The method according to claim 1, wherein said rule 
comprises a prohibition against said first association while 
said first unassigned signal icon has a different characteristic 
ofa user type than said first pin icon, said characteristic of said 
user type being user-definable. 

6. The method according to claim 1, wherein said rule 
comprises a prohibition against said first association while 
said first unassigned signal icon has a different Voltage char 
acteristic than said first pin icon. 

7. The method according to claim 1, further comprising the 
step of: 

automatically moving a particular one of said assigned 
signal icons from said first pin icon to a second of said 
pin icons in response to said acceptance of said first 
association between said first unassigned signal icon and 
said first pin icon. 

8. The method according to claim 1, further comprising a 
computer readable medium recording a computer program 
comprising the steps of claim 1. 

9. The method according to claim 1, further comprising the 
step of: 

drag-and-dropping a particular one of said assigned signal 
icons from a second of said pin icons to a third of said pin 
icons in response to a second move command received 
from said user. 

10. The method according to claim 1, further comprising 
the step of: 

drag-and-dropping a particular one of said assigned signal 
icons from a second of said pin icons to said list in 
response to a second move command received from said 
user, said particular assigned signal icon becoming an 
additional one of said unassigned signal icons. 

11. The method according to claim 1, further comprising 
the step of: 

indicating a lock between said first additional assigned 
signal icon and said first pin icon in response to a lock 
command received from said user after said acceptance 
of said first association. 

12. The method according to claim 11, wherein said lock 
prevents both (i) an automatic disassociation and (ii) a manual 
disassociation of said first additional assigned signal icon 
with said first pin icon. 
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13. The method according to claim 11, further comprising 
the step of: 

indicating an unlock between said first additional assigned 
signal icon and said first pin icon in response to an 
unlock command received from said user while said first 
additional assigned signal icon and said first pin icon are 
locked. 

14. The method according to claim 11, further comprising 
the step of: 

automatically relocating a second of said unassigned signal 
icons to a second of said pin icons where said user 
drags-and-drops said second unassigned signal icon 
onto said first pin icon while said first pin icon is locked 
to said first additional assigned signal icon. 

15. The method according to claim 1, further comprising 
the step of: 

automatically associating a second of said unassigned sig 
nal icons to a second of said pin icons based on an 
assignment received from a database. 

16. The method according to claim 1, further comprising 
the step of: 
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logically grouping at least two of said unassigned signal 

icons into a signal group in response to a group com 
mand received from said user. 

17. The method according to claim 16, further comprising 
the step of: 

drag-and-dropping said signal group within said graphic 
presentation to a pin group of said pin icons in response 
to a second move command received from said user. 

18. The method according to claim 17, further comprising 
the step of: 

indicating a second association of said signal group with 
said pin group. 

19. The method according to claim 18, further comprising 
the step of: 
moving a particular one of said unassigned signal icons 

within said signal group to a second of said pin icons 
outside of said pin group. 

20. The method according to claim 19, further comprising 
the step of: 

displaying a warning in said graphical presentation where 
said second pin icon is outside a boundary associated 
with said pin group. 

k k k k k 


